The present disclosure relates to a method, apparatus and system for processing a configuration update failure, belonging to the field of communications. The method includes: setting a times threshold for receiving an eNB configuration update failure message; sending an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated; receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; calculating the times for receiving the eNB configuration update failure message; comparing the calculated times for receiving the eNB configuration update failure message with the set times threshold to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and stopping sending the eNB configuration update message if the calculated times exceed the set times threshold. The apparatus includes: a first sending module, a first receiving module, a first counting module, a first threshold setting module, a first comparing module and a first notifying module. The present disclosure can relieve the load of the system and improve the robustness and stability of the system.
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1. Setting a times threshold for receiving an eNB configuration update failure message

2. Sending an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after updating configuration information

3. Receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE

4. Calculating the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message

5. Comparing the calculated times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message with the set times threshold to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold

6. Stopping sending the eNB configuration update message if the calculated times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message exceeds the set times threshold
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- setting a time threshold for the reception of an eNB configuration update failure message
- sending an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after updating configuration information
- receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE
- accumulating the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages
- comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages with the set time threshold
- stopping sending the eNB configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages exceeds the set time threshold
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1. Setting a times threshold for receiving an MME configuration update failure message
2. Sending an MME configuration update message to an eNB after updating configuration information
3. Receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE
4. Calculating the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message
5. Comparing the calculated times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message with the set times threshold
6. Stopping sending the MME configuration update message if the calculated times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message exceeds the set times threshold
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401. Setting a time threshold for the reception of an MME configuration update failure message.

402. Sending an MME configuration update message to an eNB after updating configuration information.

403. Receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE.

404. Accumulating the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME configuration update failure messages.

405. Comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME configuration update failure messages with the set time threshold.

406. Stopping sending the MME configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME configuration update failure messages exceeds the set time threshold.
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METHOD, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR PROCESSING CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the field of communications, and particularly relates to a method, apparatus and system for processing a configuration update failure.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a Long Term Evolution (LTE) system, after an S1 SETUP or X2 SETUP process is successfully completed between an evolved NodeB (eNB) and a Mobility Management Entity (MME) of a neighboring network element or another neighboring eNB, the eNB informs, via an evolved NodeB configuration update (ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE) message, the MME or the another neighboring eNB of a change in the related configuration information at the eNB side. If the eNB receives an eNB configuration update failure (ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE) message including a Time To Wait Information Element (Time-To-Wait IE) from the MME or the another neighboring eNB after sending the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message, then the eNB resends, no matter whether the current configuration thereof is changed, the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message to the MME or the another neighboring eNB after at least the time indicated by the Time-To-Wait IE. If the MME or the another neighboring eNB continues to respond an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE, then the eNB restarts, no matter whether the configuration thereof is changed, an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE process after similarly at least the time indicated by the Time-To-Wait IE. That is, if the eNB always receives, from the MME or the another neighboring eNB, an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE after sending an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message while the configuration information of the eNB is not changed, then there will cause a problem that the eNB may repeat a process of initiating the same ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE, leading to a significant increase in the load of a system and a reduction in the robustness and stability of the system.

[0003] Similarly, the MME will confront the same problem as the eNB when informing the eNB of a change in the related configuration information at an MME side via a mobility management entity configuration update (MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE) message, that is, if the MME always receives, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure (MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE) message including a Time-To-Wait IE after sending an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE message while the configuration information of the MME is not changed, then there will cause a problem that the MME will repeat a process of initiating the same MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE, leading to a significant increase in the load of the system and a reduction in the robustness and stability of the system.

SUMMARY

[0004] To this technical problem, the present disclosure provides a method, apparatus and system for processing a configuration update failure, so as to relieve the load of a system and improve the robustness and stability of the system.

[0005] In order to solve the aforementioned technical problem, the present disclosure provides a method, apparatus and system for processing a configuration update failure, and the specific technical solution of the present disclosure is realized by:

[0006] The present disclosure provides a method for processing a configuration update failure, setting a times threshold of receiving an evolved NodeB (eNB) configuration update failure message, the method comprises:

[0007] sending an eNB configuration update message to a Mobility Management Entity (MME) or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;

[0008] receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

[0009] calculating the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message;

[0010] comparing the calculated times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message with the set times threshold to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and

[0011] stopping sending the eNB configuration update message if the calculated times exceed the set times threshold.

[0012] Wherein the method may further comprise the following steps of:

[0013] determining whether the configuration information is updated within a waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and resetting the initial value of the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message if the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

[0014] The present disclosure provides a method for processing a configuration update failure, setting times threshold for receiving an MME configuration update failure message, the method comprises:

[0015] sending an MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;

[0016] receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

[0017] calculating the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message;

[0018] comparing the calculated times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message with the set times threshold to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and stopping sending the MME configuration update message if the calculated times exceeds the set times threshold.

[0019] Wherein the method may further comprise:

[0020] determining whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and resetting the initial value of the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message if the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

[0021] The present disclosure provides a method for processing a configuration update failure, setting a times threshold, the method comprises:

[0022] sending an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;
receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

accumulating time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages;

comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages with the set time threshold to determine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and stopping sending the eNB configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold.

Wherein the method may further comprise:

determining whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and

resetting an initial value of the time length if the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

The present disclosure provides a method for processing a configuration update failure, setting a time threshold, the method comprises:

sending an MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;

receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

accumulating the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME configuration update failure messages;

comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages with the set time threshold to determine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and stopping sending the MME configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs exceeds the set time threshold.

Wherein the method may further comprise:

determining whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received from the eNB; and resetting the initial value of the accumulated time lengths if the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received from the eNB.

The present disclosure further provides an apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, and the apparatus comprises a first sending module, a first receiving module, a first counting module, a first threshold setting module, a first comparing module and a first notifying module, wherein

the first threshold setting module is configured to set a times threshold for receiving an eNB configuration update failure message;

the first sending module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to send an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;

the first receiving module is configured to receive, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

the first counting module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to calculate the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message by the first receiving module;

the first comparing module, connected with the first counting module and the first threshold setting module, is configured to compare the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message which are calculated by the first counting module with the times threshold set by the first threshold setting module to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and

the first notifying module, connected with the first sending module and the first comparing module, is configured to notify the first sending module to stop sending the eNB configuration update message when the first compassion module determines that the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message exceeds the times threshold set by the first threshold setting module.

Wherein the apparatus may further comprise a first determining module and a first resetting module, wherein

the first determining module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to determine whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and

the first resetting module, connected with the first determining module, is configured to reset an initial value of the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message which are calculated by the first counting module when the first determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

The present disclosure further provides an apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, the apparatus comprises a second sending module, a second receiving module, a second counting module, a second threshold setting module, a second comparing module and a second notifying module, wherein

the second threshold setting module is configured to set a times threshold for receiving an MME configuration update failure message;

the second sending module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to send the MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;

the second receiving module is configured to receive, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

the second counting module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to calculate the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message by the second receiving module;

the second comparing module, connected with the second counting module and the second threshold setting module, is configured to compare the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message calculated by the second counting module with the times threshold set by the second threshold setting module to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and

the second notifying module, connected with the second comparing module, is configured to notify the second sending module to stop sending the MME configuration update message when the second comparing module determines that the times of receiving the MME configuration
update failure message exceeds the times threshold set by the second threshold setting module.

[0053] Wherein the apparatus may further comprise a second determining module and a second resetting module, wherein

[0054] the second determining module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to determine whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and

[0055] the second resetting module, connected with the second determining module, is configured to reset the initial value of the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message which are calculated by the second counting module when the second determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

[0056] The present disclosure further provides an apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, the apparatus comprises a first sending module, a first receiving module, a first counting module, a first threshold setting module, a first comparing module and a first notifying module, wherein

[0057] the first threshold setting module is configured to set a time threshold;

[0058] the first sending module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to send an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;

[0059] the first receiving module is configured to receive, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

[0060] the first counting module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to accumulate the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE included in the eNB configuration update failure messages received by the first receiving module;

[0061] the first comparing module, connected with the first counting module and the first threshold setting module, is configured to compare the accumulated time length with the time threshold set by the first threshold setting module; and

[0062] the first notifying module, connected with the first comparing module, is configured to notify the first sending module to stop sending the eNB configuration update message when the first comparing module determines that the accumulated time length exceeds the time threshold set by the first threshold setting module.

[0063] Wherein the apparatus may further comprise a first determining module and a first resetting module, wherein

[0064] the first determining module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to determine whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and

[0065] the first resetting module, connected with the first determining module, is configured to reset an initial value of the time length accumulated by the first counting module when the first determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

[0066] The present disclosure further provides an apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, the apparatus comprises a second sending module, a second receiving module, a second counting module, a second threshold setting module, a second comparing module and a second notifying module, wherein

[0067] the second threshold setting module is configured to set a time threshold;

[0068] the second sending module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to send an MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;

[0069] the second receiving module is configured to receive, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

[0070] the second counting module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to accumulate the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE included in the MME configuration update failure message received by the second receiving module;

[0071] the second threshold setting module is configured to set a time threshold for receiving the MME configuration update failure message;

[0072] the second comparing module, connected with the second counting module and the second threshold setting module, is configured to compare the accumulated time length with the time threshold set by the second threshold setting module; and

[0073] the second notifying module, connected with the second comparing module, is configured to notify the second sending module to stop sending the MME configuration update message when the second comparing module determines that the accumulated time length exceeds the time threshold set by the second threshold setting module.

[0074] Wherein the apparatus may further comprise a second determining module and a second resetting module, wherein

[0075] the second determining module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to determine whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module from the eNB; and

[0076] the second resetting module, connected with the second determining module, is configured to reset an initial value of the time length accumulated by the second counting module when the second determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

[0077] The present disclosure further provides a system for processing a configuration update failure, the system comprises a setting module, a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, wherein

[0078] the setting module is configured to set a times threshold for receiving an eNB configuration update failure message;

[0079] the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to send an eNB configuration update message to the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure after configuration information is updated; receive, from the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; calculate the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message; compare the calculated times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message with the set times threshold for receiving the eNB configuration update failure message to determine whether the calculated times exceed
the set times threshold; and stop sending the eNB configuration update message when the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and

[0080] the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to receive the eNB configuration update message from the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, and then send the eNB configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

[0081] The present disclosure further provides a system for processing a configuration update failure, the system comprises a setting module, a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, wherein

[0082] the setting module is configured to set a times threshold for receiving an MME configuration update failure message;

[0083] the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to send an MME configuration update message to the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure after configuration information is updated; and receive, from the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; calculate the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message; compare the calculated times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message with the set times threshold for receiving the MME configuration update failure message to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and stop sending the MME configuration update message when the calculated times exceed the set times thresholds; and

[0084] the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to receive the MME configuration update message and send the MME configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

[0085] The present disclosure further provides a system for processing a configuration update failure, the system comprises a setting module, a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, wherein

[0086] the setting module is configured to set a time threshold;

[0087] the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to send an eNB configuration update message to the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure after configuration information is updated; receive, from the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; accumulate the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages; compare the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs with the set time threshold to determine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and stop sending the eNB configuration update message when the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs exceeds the set time threshold; and

[0088] the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to receive the eNB configuration update message from the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, and then send the eNB configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

[0089] The present disclosure further provides a system for processing a configuration update failure, the system comprises a setting module, a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, wherein

[0090] the setting module is configured to set a time threshold;

[0091] the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to send an MME configuration update message to the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure after configuration information is updated; receive, from the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; accumulate the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME configuration update failure messages; compare the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs with the set time threshold to determine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and stop sending the MME configuration update message when the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and

[0092] the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to receive the MME configuration update message and send the MME configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

[0093] By setting a times threshold or a time threshold to stop the sending of a configuration update message when accumulated times of receiving a configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE are received more than the times threshold or accumulated time for receiving a configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE is longer than the times threshold, the present disclosure solves the problem that the same update process is called repeatedly in the case that a configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE is always received from the opposite terminal and the configuration of the initiating terminal is not changed, and thereby it can relieve the load of a system and improve the robustness and stability of the system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0094] FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating a first method for processing a configuration update failure provided in the present disclosure;

[0095] FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating a second method for processing a configuration update failure provided in the present disclosure;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a third method for processing a configuration update failure provided in the present disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a fourth method for processing a configuration update failure provided in the present disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a structural diagram illustrating an apparatus for processing a configuration update failure provided in the present disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a structural diagram illustrating another apparatus for processing a configuration update failure provided in the present disclosure; and

FIG. 7 is a structural diagram illustrating a system for processing a configuration update failure provided in the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The basic idea of the present disclosure is that: by setting a times threshold or a time threshold to stop the sending of a configuration update message when accumulated times of receiving a configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE are more than the times threshold or accumulated time for receiving a configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE is longer than the time threshold, the present disclosure solves the problem that the same process is called repeatedly in the case that a configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE is always received from the opposite terminal and the configuration of the initiating terminal is not changed, and thereby can relieve the load of the system and improve the robustness and stability of the system.

The technical solution of the present disclosure is described in detail in combination with the drawings and preferred embodiments hereinafter. A method for processing a configuration update failure is provided in the first embodiment of the present disclosure, as shown in FIG. 1, the method comprises the following steps:

Step 101: setting a times threshold for receiving an eNB configuration update failure message;

Step 102: sending the eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;

Step 103: receiving, from the MME or a neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

Step 104: calculating the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message;

Step 105: comparing the calculated times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message with the set times threshold to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and

Step 106: stopping sending the eNB configuration update message if the calculated times exceeds the set times threshold.

The method further comprises the following steps of:

determining whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received from the MME or the neighboring eNB; and

resetting the initial value of the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message if the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

The above-mentioned first embodiment is described in detail by reference to an example which is not construed as a limitation to the protection scope of the present disclosure.

The times threshold k for the reception of the eNB configuration update failure message is set to be 3, and the initial value n of the eNB configuration update failure message reception times is set to be 0.

An ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message is sent to an MME or a neighboring eNB and a response is waited;

an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE is received from the MME or the neighboring eNB;

the initial value n is added with 1 after the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE is received;

the calculated times n of receiving ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message is comprised with the threshold k (k=3), and if the calculated times n of receiving ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message exceeds the threshold k, then the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message stops to be sent and the flow is ended; and if the calculated times n of receiving ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message does not exceed the threshold k, then a response from the MME or the neighboring eNB continues to be received, and if an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message is still received, n continues to be accumulated with 1, a comparison between n and k continues to be performed, and then a corresponding operation is performed according to the result of the comparison.

Whether the configuration information of the apparatus is changed is determined within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE, and the times n of receiving the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message is reset to be 0 if the configuration information of the apparatus is changed within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE.

Different from the method for processing a configuration update failure provided in the first embodiment of the present disclosure, a method for processing a configuration update failure provided in the second embodiment of the present disclosure refers to accumulate the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs and stop sending the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message when the accumulated time length exceeds the time threshold. As shown in FIG. 2, the method for processing a configuration update failure provided in the second embodiment of the present disclosure comprises:

Step 201: setting a time threshold;

Step 202: sending an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;

Step 203: receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

Step 204: accumulating the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages;

Step 205: comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages with
the set time threshold to determine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and
[0126] Step 206: stopping sending the eNB configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold.
[0127] The method further comprises:
[0128] determining whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE sent by the MME or the neighboring eNB; and
[0129] resetting the initial value of the time length if the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.
[0130] The above-mentioned second embodiment is described in detail by reference to the following example which is not construed as a limitation to the protection scope of the present disclosure.
[0131] The time threshold k is set to be 45 ms, and the initial value n of the time length is set to be 0 ms.
[0132] An ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message is sent to an MME or a neighboring eNB and a response is waited;
[0133] an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE is received from the MME or the neighboring eNB;
[0134] the initial value n is added with the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE after the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including the Time-To-Wait IE is received;
[0135] the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs in the received ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE messages is compared with the threshold k (k=45 ms), and if the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the threshold k, then the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message stops to be sent and the flow is ended; and if the accumulated value of the time lengths does not exceed the threshold k, then a response continues to be received from the MME or neighboring eNB,
[0136] whether the configuration information is changed is determined within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE, and the value of n is reset to be 0 if the configuration information is changed within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE.
[0137] A method for processing a configuration update failure is provided in a third embodiment of the present disclosure, as shown in FIG. 3, the method comprises the following steps:
[0138] Step 301: setting a times threshold for receiving an MME configuration update failure message;
[0139] Step 302: sending the MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;
[0140] Step 303: receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;
[0141] Step 304: calculating the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message;
[0142] Step 305: comparing the calculated times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message with the set time threshold to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set time threshold; and
[0143] Step 306: stopping sending the MME configuration update message if the calculated times exceed the set time threshold.
[0144] Further, the method comprises the following steps of:
[0145] determining whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE sent by the eNB; and
[0146] resetting the initial value of the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message if the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.
[0147] The above-mentioned third embodiment is described in detail by reference to the following example which is not construed as a limitation to the protection scope of the present disclosure.
[0148] The times threshold t for the reception of an MME configuration update failure message is set to be 4, and the initial value “counter” of the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message reception times is set to be 0.
[0149] An MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE message is sent to an eNB after configuring information and a response is waited;
[0150] an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE is received from the eNB;
[0151] the counter is added with 1 after the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE is received;
[0152] the calculated times “counter” of receiving the MME Configuration Update Failure message is compared with the threshold t (t=4), and if the calculated times “counter” exceeds the threshold t, then the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE message stops to be sent and the flow is ended; and if the calculated times “counter” does not exceed the threshold t, a response from the eNB continues to be received, and if an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message is still received, the “counter” is continues to be accumulated with 1, a comparison between counter and t continues to be performed, and then a corresponding operation is performed according to the result of the comparison.
[0153] Whether the configuration information is changed is determined within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE, and the value of n is reset to be 0 if the configuration information is changed within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE.
[0154] Different from the method for processing a configuration update failure provided in the third embodiment of the present disclosure, a method for processing a configuration update failure provided in the fourth embodiment of the present disclosure refers to accumulate the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs and stops sending the
[0155] ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message when the accumulated time length exceeds the time threshold. As shown in FIG. 4, the method for processing a configuration update failure is provided in the fourth embodiment of the present disclosure, the method comprises the following steps:
[0156] Step 401: setting a time threshold;
[0157] Step 402: sending an MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;
[0158] Step 403: receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;
[0159] Step 404: accumulating the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME configuration update failure messages;
[0160] Step 405: comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME configuration update failure messages with the set time threshold to determine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and
[0161] Step 406: stopping sending the MME configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold.

Further, the method comprises the following steps of:
[0163] determining whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE sent by the eNB; and
[0164] resetting the initial value of the time length if the configuration information is updated within the time length by the Time-To-Wait IE;

The above-mentioned fourth embodiment is described in detail by reference to the following example which is not construed as a limitation to the protection scope of the present disclosure.
[0166] The time threshold t is set to be 45 ms, and the initial value counter of receiving the MME configuration update failure message is set to be 0.

[0167] An MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE message is sent to an eNB after configuring information and a response is waited;

[0168] an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE is received from the eNB;

[0169] the initial value counter is added with the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE after the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including the Time-To-Wait IE is received;

[0170] the calculated time “counter” of receiving MME configuration update failure message is compared with the threshold t (t=45 ms), and if the calculated time “counter” exceeds the threshold t, then the MME configuration update message stops to be sent and the flow is ended; and the calculated time counter does not exceed the threshold t, a response continues to be received from the eNB, and if an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message is still received, counter continues to be accumulated with the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE, a comparison between counter and t continues to be performed, and then a corresponding operation is performed according to the result of the comparison.

Whether the configuration information is changed is determined within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE, and the value of counter is reset to 0 if the configuration information is changed within the time length designated by the received Time-To-Wait IE.

[0172] As shown in FIG. 5, an apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is provided in the fifth embodiment of the present disclosure, the apparatus comprises:

[0173] a first sending module, connected with a first receiving module for sending an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;

[0174] a first receiving module for receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

[0175] a first counting module, connected with the first receiving module, for calculating the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message for the first receiving module;

[0176] a first threshold setting module for setting a times threshold for receiving the eNB configuration update failure message;

[0177] a first comparing module, connected with the first counting module and the first threshold setting module for compare the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message calculated by the first counting module with the times threshold set by the first threshold setting module; and

[0178] a first notifying module, connected with the first sending module and the first comparing module for notifying the first sending module to stop sending the eNB configuration update message when the first comparing module determines that the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message calculated by the first counting module exceed the times threshold set by the first threshold setting module.

Further, the apparatus comprises:

[0180] a first determining module, connected with the first receiving module, used for determining whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the first receiving module from the MME or the neighboring eNB; and

[0181] a first resetting module, connected with the first determining module for resetting the initial value of the first counting module when the first determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the first receiving module from the MME or the neighboring eNB.

[0182] Wherein the apparatus for processing a configuration update failure may be an evolved Node B.

[0183] The above-mentioned fifth embodiment is described in detail by reference to the following example which is not construed as a limitation to the protection scope of the present disclosure.

[0184] The first threshold setting module sets a times threshold k for the reception of an eNB configuration update failure message to be 3, and the first counting module sets its own initial value n to be 0.

[0185] After configuring information, the first sending module sends an eNB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message to an MME or a neighboring eNB and then waits for a response;

[0186] the first receiving module receives, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE;
[0187] the first counting module enables the initial value n to add 1 after the first receiving module receives the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

[0188] the first comparing module compares the times n of receiving the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message calculated by the first counting module with the threshold k (k=3), and if the calculated times n exceeds the threshold k, then the first notifying module notifies the first sending module to stop sending the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message and then ends the flow; otherwise, the first comparing module continues to receive a response from the MME or the neighboring eNB, and if an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message is still received, the first counting module continues to accumulate n with 1, and the first comparing module compares n with k and then performs a corresponding operation according to the result of the comparison.

[0189] The first determining module may determine whether the configuration information of the apparatus is changed within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the first receiving module, and the first resetting module resets the value n of the first counting module to 0 if the first determining module determines that the configuration information of the apparatus is changed within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the first receiving module.

[0190] It should be noted that, the first counting module may be an adder or a subtractor.

[0191] Different from the apparatus for processing a configuration update failure provided in the fifth embodiment of the present disclosure, an apparatus for processing a configuration update failure provided in the sixth embodiment of the present disclosure refers to accumulate the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs and stop sending the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message when the accumulated time length exceeds the time threshold. As shown in FIG. 5, the apparatus for processing a configuration update failure provided in the sixth embodiment of the present disclosure comprises:

[0192] a first sending module, connected with a first receiving module for sending an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;

[0193] a first receiving module for receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

[0194] a first counting module, connected with the first receiving module for accumulating the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the eNB configuration update failure messages received by the first receiving module;

[0195] a first threshold setting module for setting a time threshold;

[0196] a first comparing module, connected with the first counting module and the first threshold setting module for comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages with the time threshold set by the first threshold setting module; and

[0197] a first notifying module, connected with the first comparing module for notifying the first sending module to stop sending the eNB configuration update message when the first comparing module determines that the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold.

[0198] Further, the apparatus comprises:

[0199] a first determining module, connected with the first receiving module for determining whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the first receiving module from the MME or the neighboring eNB; and

[0200] a first resetting module, connected with the first determining module for resetting the initial value of the first counting module when the first determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the first receiving module from the MME or the neighboring eNB.

[0201] The above-mentioned sixth embodiment is described in detail by reference to the following example which is not construed as a limitation to the protection scope of the present disclosure.

[0202] The first threshold setting module sets the time threshold k to be 45 ms, and the first counting module sets its own initial value n to be 0 ms.

[0203] After configuring information, the first sending module sends an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message to an MME or a neighboring eNB and then waits for a response;

[0204] the first receiving module receives, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

[0205] the first counting module enables the initial value n to add the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE after the first receiving module receives the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

[0206] the first comparing module compares the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE messages with the time threshold k (k=45 ms), and if the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the threshold k, then the first notifying module notifies the first sending module to stop sending the eNB configuration update message and then ends the flow; otherwise, the first comparing module continues to receive a response from the MME or the neighboring eNB, and if an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message is still received, the first counting module continues to accumulate n with the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE, and the first comparing module compares n with k and then performs a corresponding operation according to the result of the comparison.

[0207] The first determining module may determine whether the configuration information of the apparatus is changed within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the first receiving module, and the first resetting module resets the value n of the first counting module to 0 if the first determining module determines that the configuration information of the apparatus is changed within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the first receiving module.

[0208] As shown in FIG. 6, an apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is provided in the seventh embodiment of the present disclosure, the apparatus comprises:
a second sending module, connected with a second receiving module for sending an MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;

the second receiving module for receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

a second counting module, connected with the second receiving module for calculating the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message for the second receiving module;

a second threshold setting module for setting a times threshold for receiving the MME configuration update failure message;

a second comparing module, connected with the second counting module and the second threshold setting module for comparing the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message calculated by the second counting module with the times threshold set by the second threshold setting module; and

a second notifying module, connected with the second comparing module for notifying the second sending module to stop sending the MME configuration update message when the second comparing module determines that the calculated times exceeds the set times threshold.

Further, the apparatus comprises:

a second determining module, connected with the second receiving module for determining whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module from the eNB;

a second resetting module, connected with the second determining module for resetting the initial value of the second counting module when the second determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module from the eNB.

Wherein the apparatus for processing a configuration update failure may be an MME.

The above-mentioned seventh embodiment is described in detail by reference to the following example which is not construed as a limitation to the protection scope of the present disclosure.

The second threshold setting module sets a times threshold \( t \) for the reception of an MME configuration update failure message to be 4, and the second counting module sets its own initial value counter to be 0.

The second sending module sends an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE message to an eNB after configuring information and then waits for a response;

the second receiving module receives, from the eNB, an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

the second counting module enables the initial value counter to add 1 after the second receiving module receives the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE; and

the second comparing module compares the times counter of receiving the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message calculated by the second counting module with the threshold \( t (t = 4) \), and if the calculated times of receiving the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message exceeds the threshold \( t \), then the second notifying module notifies the second sending module to stop sending the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE message and then ends the flow; otherwise, the second receiving module continues to receive a response from the eNB, and if an ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message is still received, the second counting module continues to accumulate counter with 1, and the second comparing module compares counter with \( t \) and performs a corresponding operation according to the result of the comparison.

Further, the apparatus comprises:

a second determining module, connected with the second receiving module for determining whether the configuration information of the apparatus is changed within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module, and the second resetting module resets the value counter of the second counting module to be 0 if the second determining module determines that the configuration information of the apparatus is changed within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module.

Different from the apparatus for processing a configuration update failure provided in the seventh embodiment of the present disclosure, an apparatus for processing a configuration update failure provided in the eighth embodiment of the present disclosure refers to accumulate the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs and stops sending the ENB CONFIGURATION UPDATE message when the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds a time threshold. As shown in FIG. 6, the apparatus for processing a configuration update failure provided in the eighth embodiment of the present disclosure comprises:

a second sending module, connected with a second receiving module for sending an MMS configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;

the second receiving module for receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

a second counting module, connected with the first receiving module for accumulating the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the MME configuration update failure message received by the second receiving module;

a second threshold setting module for setting a time threshold;

a second comparing module, connected with the second counting module and the second threshold setting module for comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the MMS configuration update failure messages calculated by the second counting module with the time threshold set by the second threshold setting module; and

a second notifying module, connected with the second comparing module for notifying the second sending module to stop sending the MMS configuration update message when the second comparing module determines that the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold.

Further, the apparatus comprises:

a second determining module, connected with the second receiving module, for determining whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module from the eNB; and

a second resetting module, connected with the second determining module for resetting the initial value of the second counting module when the second determining mod-
ule determines that the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module from the eNB.

0236. The above-mentioned eighth embodiment is described in detail by reference to the following example which is not construed as a limitation to the protection scope of the present disclosure.

0237. The second threshold setting module sets the time threshold t to be 45 ms, and the second counting module sets its own initial value counter to be 0.

0238. The second receiving module sends an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE message to the eNB after configuring information and then waits for a response;

0239. The second receiving module receives, from the eNB, an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

0240. The second counting module enables the initial value counter to add the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE after the second receiving module receives the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

0241. The second comparing module compares the time counter of receiving the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message calculated by the second counting module with the threshold t (t=45 ms), and if the calculated time counter of receiving the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message exceeds the threshold t, then the second notifying module notifies the second sending module to stop sending the MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE message and then ends the flow; otherwise, the second receiving module continues to receive a response from the eNB, and if an MME CONFIGURATION UPDATE FAILURE message is still received, the second counting module continues to accumulate counter with the time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE, and the second comparing module compares counter with t and performs a corresponding operation according to the result of the comparison.

0242. The second determining module determines whether the configuration information of the apparatus is changed within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module, and the second resetting module resets the value counter of the second counting module to be 0 if the second determining module determines that the configuration information of the apparatus is changed within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module.

0243. As shown in FIG. 7, a system for processing a configuration update failure is provided in the ninth embodiment of the present disclosure, the system comprises:

0244. a setting module for setting a times threshold;

0245. a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, wherein

0246. the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure sends an eNB configuration update message to the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure after configuration information is updated; receives, from the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; calculates the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message; compares the calculated times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message with the set times threshold; and sends the eNB configuration update message if the calculated times exceeds the set times threshold; and

0247. after receiving the eNB configuration update message from the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure sends the eNB configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

0248. As shown in FIG. 7, a system for processing a configuration update failure is provided in the tenth embodiment of the present disclosure, the system comprises:

0249. a setting module for setting a times threshold;

0250. a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, wherein

0251. the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure sends an MME configuration update message to the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure after configuration information is updated; receives, from the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; calculates the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message; compares the calculated times with the set times threshold; and stops sending the MME configuration update message if the calculated times exceeds the set times threshold; and

0252. the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure sends the MME configuration update message and sends the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure the MME configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE if an update is failed.

0253. As shown in FIG. 7, a system for processing a configuration update failure is provided in the eleventh embodiment of the present disclosure, the system comprises:

0254. a setting module configured to set a time threshold;

0255. a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, wherein

0256. the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure receives the eNB configuration update failure messages including Time-To-Wait IEs, accumulates the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages; compares the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs with the set time threshold; and stops sending the eNB configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and

0257. after receiving the eNB configuration update message from the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure sends the eNB configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.
As shown in FIG. 7, a system for processing a configuration update failure is provided in the 11th embodiment of the present disclosure, the system comprises:

- a setting module configured to set a time threshold;
- a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, wherein
  - the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure sends an MME configuration update message to the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure after configuration information is updated; receives, from the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, MME configuration update failure messages including Time-To-Wait IEs; accumulates the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME configuration update failure messages; compares the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs with the set time threshold; and stops sending the MME configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and
- the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure receives the MME configuration update message and sends the MME configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

By setting a time threshold or a time threshold to stop the sending of a configuration update message when the accumulated times of receiving a configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE are more than the time threshold or the accumulated time for receiving a configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE is longer than the time threshold, the present disclosure solves the problem that the same update process is called repeatedly in the case that a configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE is always received from the opposite terminal and the configuration of the initiating terminal is not changed, and can thereby relieve the load of a system and improve the robustness and stability of the system.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for processing a configuration update failure, setting a time threshold for receiving an eNB configuration update failure message, the method comprising:
   - sending an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;
   - receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;
   - calculating times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message;
   - comparing the calculated times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message with the set time threshold to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set time threshold; and
   - stopping sending the eNB configuration update message if the calculated times exceed the set time threshold.

2. The method for processing a configuration update failure according to claim 1, further comprising:
   - determining whether the configuration information is updated within a waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and
   - resetting an initial value of the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message if the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

3. A method for processing a configuration update failure, setting a time threshold for receiving an MME configuration update failure message, comprising:
   - sending an MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;
   - receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;
   - calculating the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message;
   - comparing the calculated times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message with the set times threshold to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and
   - stopping sending the MME configuration update message if the calculated times exceed the set times threshold.

4. The method for processing a configuration update failure according to claim 3, further comprising:
   - determining whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and
   - resetting an initial value of the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message if the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

5. A method for processing a configuration update failure, setting a time threshold, comprising:
   - sending an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;
   - receiving, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;
   - accumulating time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages;
   - comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages; and
   - stopping sending the eNB configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold.

6. The method for processing a configuration update failure according to claim 5, further comprising:
   - determining whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and
   - resetting an initial value of the time length if the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

7. A method for processing a configuration update failure, setting a time threshold, comprising:
   - sending an MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;
   - receiving, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;
   - accumulating time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME configuration update failure messages;
comparing the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received eNB configuration update failure messages with the set time threshold to determine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and stopping sending the MME configuration update message if the accumulated value of the time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs exceeds the set time threshold.

8. The method for processing a configuration update failure according to claim 7, further comprising:

determining whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received from the eNB; and resetting an initial value of the accumulated time lengths if the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received from the eNB.

9. An apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, comprising a first sending module, a first receiving module, a first counting module, a first threshold setting module, a first comparing module and a first notifying module; wherein the first threshold setting module is configured to set a times threshold for receiving an eNB configuration update failure message;

the first sending module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to send an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;

the first receiving module is configured to receive, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

the first counting module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to calculate the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message by the first receiving module;

the first comparing module, connected with the first counting module and the first threshold setting module, is configured to compare the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message which are calculated by the first counting module with the times threshold set by the first threshold setting module to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold;

and

the first notifying module, connected with the first sending module and the first comparing module, is configured to notify the first sending module to stop sending the eNB configuration update message when the first comparing module determines that the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message exceed the times threshold set by the first threshold setting module.

10. The apparatus for processing a configuration update failure according to claim 9, further comprising: a first determining module and a first resetting module; wherein the first determining module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to determine whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and the first resetting module, connected with the first determining module, is configured to reset an initial value of the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message which are calculated by the first counting module when the first determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

11. An apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, comprising a second sending module, a second receiving module, a second counting module, a second threshold setting module, a second comparing module and a second notifying module;

wherein the second threshold setting module is configured to set a times threshold for receiving an MME configuration update failure message;

the second sending module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to send an MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated;

the second receiving module is configured to receive, from the eNB, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE;

the second counting module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to calculate the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message by the second receiving module;

the second comparing module, connected with the second counting module and the second threshold setting module, is configured to compare the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message which are calculated by the second counting module with the times threshold set by the second threshold setting module to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and

the second notifying module, connected with the second comparing module, is configured to notify the second sending module to stop sending the MME configuration update message when the second comparing module determines that the times of receiving the MME configuration update failure message exceed the times threshold set by the second threshold setting module.

12. The apparatus for processing a configuration update failure according to claim 11, further comprising: a second determining module and a second resetting module; wherein the second determining module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to determine whether the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and the second resetting module, connected with the second determining module, is configured to reset an initial value of the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message which are calculated by the second counting module when the second determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the waiting time designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

13. An apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, comprising a first sending module, a first receiving module, a first counting module, a first threshold setting module, a first comparing module and a first notifying module; wherein the first threshold setting module is configured to set a time threshold;

the first sending module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to send an eNB configuration update message to an MME or a neighboring eNB after configuration information is updated;
the first receiving module is configured to receive, from the MME or the neighboring eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; the first counting module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to accumulate time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the eNB configuration update failure messages received by the first receiving module; the first comparing module, connected with the first counting module and the first threshold setting module, is configured to compare the accumulated time length with the time threshold set by the first threshold setting module to determine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time threshold; and the first notifying module, connected with the first comparing module, is configured to notify the first sending module to stop sending the eNB configuration update message when the first comparing module determines that the accumulated time length exceeds the time threshold set by the first threshold setting module.

14. The apparatus for processing a configuration update failure according to claim 13, further comprising: a first determining module and a first resetting module; wherein the first determining module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to determine whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE; and the first resetting module, connected with the first determining module, is configured to reset an initial value of the time length accumulated by the first counting module when the first determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

15. An apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, comprising: a second sending module, a second receiving module, a second counting module, a second threshold setting module, a second comparing module and a second notifying module; wherein the second threshold setting module is configured to set a time threshold; the second sending module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to send an MME configuration update message to an eNB after configuration information is updated; the second receiving module is configured to receive, from the eNB, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; the second counting module, connected with the first receiving module, is configured to accumulate time lengths designated by the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the MME configuration update failure messages received by the second receiving module; the second threshold setting module is configured to set a time threshold for receiving the MME configuration update failure message; the second comparing module, connected with the second counting module and the second threshold setting module, is configured to compare the accumulated time length with the time threshold set by the second threshold setting module; and the second notifying module, connected with the second comparing module, is configured to notify the second sending module to stop sending the MME configuration update message when the second comparing module determines that the accumulated time length exceeds the time threshold set by the second threshold setting module.

16. The apparatus for processing a configuration update failure according to claim 15, further comprising: a second determining module and a second resetting module; wherein the second determining module, connected with the second receiving module, is configured to determine whether the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE received by the second receiving module from the eNB; and the second resetting module, connected with the second determining module, is configured to reset an initial value of the time length accumulated by the second counting module when the second determining module determines that the configuration information is updated within the time length designated by the Time-To-Wait IE.

17. A system for processing a configuration update failure, comprising: a setting module, a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure; wherein the setting module is configured to set a times threshold for receiving an eNB configuration update failure message; the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to send an eNB configuration update message to the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure after configuration information is updated; receive, from the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, an eNB configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; calculate the times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message; compare the calculated times of receiving the eNB configuration update failure message with the set times threshold for receiving the eNB configuration update failure message to determine whether the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and stop sending the eNB configuration update message when the calculated times exceed the set times threshold; and the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to receive the eNB configuration update failure message from the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, and then send the eNB configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

18. A system for processing a configuration update failure, comprising: a setting module, a first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure and a second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure connected with the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure; wherein the setting module is configured to set a time threshold for receiving an MME configuration update failure message; the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to send an MME configuration update message to the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure after configuration information is updated; receive, from the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, an MME configuration update failure message including a Time-To-Wait IE; and the second apparatus for processing a configuration update failure is configured to receive the MME configuration update failure message from the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure, and then send the MME configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.
configuration update failure message including a Time-
To-Wait IE; calculate the times of receiving the MME
configuration update failure message; compare the cal-
culated times for receiving the MME configuration
update failure message with the set times threshold for
receiving the MME configuration update failure mes-
gage to determine whether the calculated times exceed
the set times threshold; and stop sending the MME con-
figuration update message when the calculated times
exceed the set times threshold; and
the second apparatus for processing a configuration update
failure is configured to receive the MME configuration update
message, and send the MME configuration update failure message including the Time-To-Wait IE
to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

19. A system for processing a configuration update failure,
comprising: a setting module, a first apparatus for processing
a configuration update failure and a second apparatus for
processing a configuration update failure connected with the
first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure;
wherein the setting module is configured to set a time
threshold;
the first apparatus for processing a configuration update
failure is configured to send an eNB configuration update
message to the second apparatus for processing a
configuration update failure after configuration infor-
mation is updated; receive, from the second apparatus
for processing a configuration update failure, an eNB
configuration update failure message including a Time-
To-Wait IE; accumulate the time length designated by
the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME
configuration update failure messages; compare the accumu-
lated value of the time lengths designated by the
Time-To-Wait IEs with the set time threshold to deter-
mine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths
exceeds the set time threshold; and stop sending the
MME configuration update message when the accumu-
lated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time
threshold; and

the second apparatus for processing a configuration update
failure is configured to receive the eNB configuration update
message and send the MME configuration update failure
message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

20. A system for processing a configuration update failure,
comprising: a setting module, a first apparatus for processing
a configuration update failure and a second apparatus for
processing a configuration update failure connected with the
first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure;
wherein the setting module is configured to set a time
threshold;
the first apparatus for processing a configuration update
failure is configured to send an MME configuration update
message to the second apparatus for processing a
configuration update failure after configuration infor-
mation is updated; receive, from the second apparatus
for processing a configuration update failure, an MME
configuration update failure message including a Time-
To-Wait IE; accumulate the time lengths designated by
the Time-To-Wait IEs included in the received MME
configuration update failure messages; compare the accumu-
lated value of the time lengths designated by the
Time-To-Wait IEs with the set time threshold to deter-
mine whether the accumulated value of the time lengths
exceeds the set time threshold; and stop sending the
MME configuration update message when the accumu-
lated value of the time lengths exceeds the set time
threshold; and
the second apparatus for processing a configuration update
failure is configured to receive the MME configuration update
message and send the MME configuration update failure
message including the Time-To-Wait IE to the first apparatus for processing a configuration update failure when an update is failed.

* * * * *